Find these important Chapter 68 terms in the grid! But be warned: only 17 of the 18 words are actually in there — one will be left over.

**WORD LIST**

- Advice
- Associated
- Authorized
- Board
- City
- Confidential
- Charter
- Election
- Hearing
- Moonlighting
- Public
- Sale
- Servant
- Spouse
- Training
- Trust
- Union
- Unpaid

Send that leftover word to contest@coib.nyc.gov by Friday, July 22nd. We’ll randomly select one correct entrant to feature in next month’s Public Service Puzzler!
Misuse Limericks Solution

My boss, for her kid's baby shower,
Tells me to go pick up the flowers
That's not why I was hired!
But would a “no” get me fired?
This assignment’s abuse of her power.

As an inspector I’ve got City muscle
Which helps when I’ve business to rustle
I’ll show up at the yard
Handing out private cards
Boom! New gigs for my contractor side hustle.

I’m job hunting but I have no stress
My position will yield great success
Vendors I oversee
Answer calls from their vendee
Thanks, City, for my insider access!

Thanks to everyone who sent us their guesses, most of whom got all three right (that last one proved to be a bit of a stumper!). Our random number generator selected Sandra, but you’re all Poet Laureates in our book.

Meet Sandra Collymore

What is your City/office title? Special Assistant, Department of Finance.

What do you do in your job? I process payments for attorneys and experts who represent people unable to pay for representation.

How long have you worked for the City? Ten years.

What’s the most memorable celebrity encounter you’ve had? Many years ago, I walked past Ashford & Simpson as they were walking arm in arm. They smiled the friendliest smiles and said hello.

What’s your favorite part of City service? The many opportunities for growth and advancement.
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